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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Assessment "involves the collection of information that is 

relevant in making decisions regarding appropriate goals and 

objectives, teaching strategies, and program placement," (Taylor, 

1984, p. 1). It acts as a gauge revealing an individual's strengths 

and weaknesses in the areas of education, medicine and psychology. 

It can also provide evidence of developmental levels. Assessment 

involves "a series of steps that include systematically observing, 

documenting, analyzing and comparing selective behaviors and 

physical data to determine progress on or deviation from the 

continuum of developmental capaci'?'ies," (Erickson, 1976, p. 1). 

Supporting a treatment team in prescribing a program that will 

provide emphasis on the individual's ability to function productively 

is an asset of the assessment. Music therapy plays a significant role 

in this individualized prescription; it creatively utilizes music to 

evaluate an individual mentally, physically and psychologically. 

As Averbach, Cohen, and Katz (1978, p. 98) state: 

A music therapy assessment is concerned with determining 
whether music shall be a modality of choice with counterindication, 
or with personal interest and response; it is concerned with 
determining the extent of music influence upon a developmentally 
disabled client with skill levels and prognosis; it is concerned 
with identifying nonmusical behaviors and deficits emanating from 
the assessment; and it is concerned with music as leisure recreation 
in its broad application. 
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Such an assessment is the Auditory Perceptual Tool-Assessment 

in Music test, also referred to as the APT-AIM (Westplate, 1981). 

Another assessment is the Musical-Perception Assessment of Cognitive 

Development (M-PACD) test, constructed by Rider (1981b), and based on 

Piaget's Stages of Cognitive Development. This latter music therapy 

assessment test is supported by both validation and reliability data. 

However, Westplate's APT-AIM needs further study supporting its 

validity and reliability before its use as a valid and reliable 

assessment in the area of music therapy can be justified. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to conduct a preliminary analysis 

of the validity of Westp1ate 's APT-AIM test by correlating it with 

Rider's M-PACD test, investigating the possibility of concurrent 

validity. No attempt was made to determine reliability in this study. 
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CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE 

Introduction 

Auditory abilities are valuable for the attainment of language. 

Most daily events demand that a person receive, attend, sort, interpret, 

and respond physically and verbally to auditory stimuli. In fact, 

listening is considered the leading method of learning during a 

child's early school years; children in the primary grades prefer 

to gather information by listening rather than by reading. The 

maturation of auditory abilities relies heavily on several conditions, 

such as the quality and quantity of auditory stimuli surrounding the 

child, her/his formal and informal learning activities, and the degree 

to which the child has learned to pay attention to the important 

features of sounds (Oakland, 1971). Considering the young child's 

cognitive skills, one area represents her/his recognition of the 

environment (perception) while another area represents her/his awareness 

of feelings caused by the environment (social-emotional skills). 

Biological and cultural factors also affect the development of cognitive 

and social-emotional areas. Perceptual skills are vitally important 

in the development of cognitive abilities (Schomer, 1973), 
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In the receptive field of language performance (recognizing, 

classifying, coding, and retaining of auditory symbols) the small 

child's first duty is to separate the auditory stimuli from other 

sensory sti�uli surrounding her/him, Next, the infant learns to 

distinguish common environmental sounds from specific sounds necessary 

for communication, Discriminating when sound differences are essential 

to meaning and when they are not is the next step up the ladder of 

auditory learning, The child must also learn to comprehend sentences 

and the effects of w.ord order on the meaning, In addition, s/he will 

learn that words do not always mean what they say, and will become 

familiar with idiomatic expressions (Zigmond, 1968), 

A number of children experience developmental barriers to the 

processing of auditory language and eventually to the comprehension 

of connecting spoken and written forms of the word (Sanders, 1977), 

Even though they detect sounds surrounding them and routinely pass 

conventional audiometric tests of hearing acuity, they are still 

underdeveloped in educational and psychological abilities which 

restrict their attention to and comprehension of auditory stimuli 

(Oakland, 1971). 



Music Therapy Assessments 

Music can act as a non-threatening activity for a child while 

also serving as an assessment tool in the area of cognitive development. 

Musical experiences can help the child develop in the areas of perceptual 

awareness, auditory discrimination, and motor control. Music activ.it.ie.s 

can be adapted to any level of a child's emotional, physical, or .. .ment.al 

aptitudes • ._ Because a,'music therapist relies on the child's reaction to 

fundamental elements of music (e.g., color, intensity, melody, pitch, 

rhythm, speed, tone, and volume) s/he can base goals and objectives on 

the child's spontaneous and specific responses. These may often reveal 

more than her/his perceptual ability (Alvin, 1965). 

A number of mental learning processes associated with sound and 

movement - such as memory, cognition, recognition, the comprehension 

of patterns of sounds and their discrimination, the ability to relate 

sound and movement to written symbols, and several others - can be 

facilitated through musical activities. Before the music therapist 

can prescribe specific music activities to benefit children during 

their cognitive development, s/he must know the child's abilities, 

by assessing her/his present mental, perceptual, and emotional levels. 

Any successful therapy method requires standards of measurement which 

define valid goals and objectives for clients. If music therapists 

are to continue to develop professionally, they must strive to customize 

and improve their data collecting techniques and assessments forms 

(Alvin, 1965). 
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Over the past few years, several assessment forms have "been 

devised by music therapists and music rese�rchers that test the 

individual's abilities. One such assessment fo�m was developed by 

Cohen and Gericke (1972). It consists of three categories: Factual 

Information/Test/Observation, Therapy Recommendations and Evaluation 

of Assessment Results. Factual Information is usually obtained through 

a personal interview whlie Testing and Observation are used to determine 

the client's level of music skill, creative capability, and the extent 

of any disabilities. Therapy recommendations, the second category, 

designate whether music should be used as the most effective therapeutic 

modality. In order to fulfill client objectives, a list of activities 

and levels of involvement is drawn up. Evaluation of Assessment Results, 

the third category, records the progress of the prescribed objectives, 

methods, and programming. 

The Joint Commission of Accreditation of Hospitals (1981) requires 

activity services to assess " • . • the patient's needs, interests, life 

experiences, capacities, and deficiencies . . .  ". Braswell and Brooks 

(1983) examined the Commission's recommendations and created an assessment 

form comprised of four sections: Activity Preference, Organizational 

Involvement, Attitude Survey, and Post-Interview Observations. The 

Activity Preference section appraises preferred activities of clients, 

the client's activity involvement, and the level of client involvement 

with others also taking part in activities. The second section, 
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Organizational Involvement, assesses the client's previous commitm�nt 

to social organizations. The Attitude Survey measures attitudes, a 

knowledge of which is needed by activity/music therapists; i.e., 

altruism, optimism, interpersonal relationships, and self-concept. 

The fourth section, Post-Interview, provides input from the therapist 

regarding the client's behavior during the interview. 

A behavioral music therapy assessment format developed by Johnson 

(1968) indicates whether music therapy should be used as a treatment 

modality for the client. Children are observed in nine 45-minute 

sessions interacting with other children in situations revealing both 

musical and nonmusical behaviors. In cases where specific responses 

can be pinpointed, a checklist is used; when specific responses are not 

made, then the observer records behaviors. An accumulation of data from 

all nine sessions is made and compiled to form an evaluation report. 

This report helps to determine if music is reinforcing to the child and 

the type of music activity most likely to be effective in achiev ing 

desired outcomes. This evaluation form includes a description of the 

child's physical appearance, observations of her/his social and musical 

behaviors.and response patterns, and.recommendations ·regarding the. 

child's acceptance into the music therapy program. 

Assessment in the activity therapy program at the Larned State 

Hospital in Larned, Kansas is structured so that the staff can choose 

from a list of short-term goals for the client, or provide an equally 
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specific goal if none of these short-term goals apply to a particular 

client. Such short-tenn goals include increasing tolerance for 

instruction, decreasing avoidance behavior in possible failure situations, 

and developing a realistic view of self. This plan enables activity 

therapists to structure their activities based on their clients' needs. 

The stability of clearly stated goals aids in the continuous 

evaluation of each client's progress (Lord, 1971). 

When music therapists work in public schools, it may be necessary 

to complete evaluations or assessments at regular intervals as they 

follow the IEP (Individualized Education Program). This is accomplished 

by sequential reports after each grading period, revealing any 

alterations in social behavior and appropriate interaction with peers 

and others (Alley, 1979), 

In devising a list of steps for music therapists to utilize when 

constructing program strategies, Jellison (1979) advises conducting an 

inclusive assessment of entry music preferences and skills. She 

suggests a variety of recording procedures, such as conducting interviews, 

writing anecdotal accounts, and/or using binary checklists, rating 

scales, and duration or event observation recording, taking data in both 

group and individual sessions. Music behavior categories such as 

composing, listening, perfonning, and singing should be investigated 

in the environments of home, school, and community. Music therapists 

need to record any nonmusic skills/preferences visible during the 
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testing period, including such things as eye contact with the therapist, 

af'fect during a discussion of a favorite music group, and ability to· 

follow instruciions. wrum. imr.olved in music_ acti vi ties. 

Piagetian developmental tasks seriation, class inclusion, 

conservation, and mental imagery were used as models for the 

development of 15 auditory tasks by Rider (b., 1981) for the assessment 

of preschool and elementary age children. Since most conventional 

tests measuring cognition use the visual mode, assessment through the 

auditory mode appeared to provide a barrier-free pathway to cognitive 

performance for the visually handicapped. Because these 15 tasks 

showed a strong correlation with the subjects' ages, Rider constructed 

his Musical-Perception Assessment of Cognitive Development (M-PACD) 

test. He demonstrated its acceptable reliability and validity as a 

developmental scale and its validity as an assessment tool for 

determining cognitive functioning levels (Rider, b., 1981). This test 

is used in the current study. 

Developmental Philosophies of the APT-AIM and M-PACD 

Westplate based her norm-referenced test on four critical stages of 

auditory perception: attention, stimulus localization, discrimination, 

and auditory memory. The first stage, attention, is described as the 

ability to guide and maintain attention to sounds, to choose an 

appropriate stimulus from a background of inappropriate stimuli, and 

to maintain attention to this stimuli for a relevant amount of time. 
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A child will usually respond to sound stimuli only if it is data s/he 

wants or needs. This ability is necessary to complete those test tasks 

that correlate with the ages 0-3 months, 4-9 months, and 12-13 months. 

Stimulus localization, the second stage of auditory perception, is the 

ability to determine the correspondence between auditory stimulus and 

the event, object, or person which causes it. To measure sound 

localization successfully, the source must be placed in position where 

both ears do not receive sound at the same time. Tasks of the APT-AIM 

using this capability lie in the age areas of 3-5 months, 7-9 months, 

and 13-16 months. The third stage, discrimination, requires the ability 

to discriminate one stimulus from another. Various types of stimuli, 

such as a pure tone, an unsteady pure tone, and speech and nonspeech 

sounds, are used in the assessment of auditory discrimination. 

Discrimination is used in successfully completing tasks mastered during 

the ages 8-13 months, 24-JO months, and J-6 years. Auditory memory, 

the fourth stage, is used to recall and sequence information, such as 

names, rhymes, jingles, a:ri.d .story details. APT-AIM .te.st tasks .re_q.uiring 

the use of memory and sequencing are used with children at the 

developmental levels of 18-JO months and J-6 years. All· four .stage:s ar.e. , 

structured in a hierarchical fashion, and even though they are 

identified as independent readiness levels with each stage succeeding 

the next, their interdependence is probably more significant than their 

independence (Westplate, 1981). 
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Splinter skills can te accounted for in the APT-AIM by referring 

to Oakland (1971) who stated that even though the development of 

auditory perception follows a pattern, children are known to mature at 

various rates. Variations of auditory skills are noted in children 

of similar chronological age, experiential background, and intelligence. 

Basing his cognitive skills assessment on Piaget's developmental 

psychology, Rider used the Stages of Cognitive Development as a 

foundation for the M-PACD, and developed from one to seven tasks for 

each stage. The first stage, sensory motor (ages 0-1 year) consists 

of tasks requiring circular reactions in which the child purposefully 

manipulates the environment to obtain an object or cause desired effect. 

The symbolic stage (ages 1-3 years) involves symbol formation in which 

the child imitates actions and sounds surrounding him. The third 

' 

stage, pre-operations (ages 3-6 years), involves seriation abilities 

through which the child arranges objects in order according to a single 

dimension, such as length. The concrete operations stage (ages 6-11 

years) involves attaining the ability of conservation which calls for 

the recognition of invariance in one dimension when other dimensions 

change. The last stage, formal operations, involves abstract thinking 

(ages eleven and up) which relies on the child's abilities to fonnulate 

hypotheses, make inferences, and draw conclusions (Rider, a., 1981). 

Piaget (1963) suggests that tehavior patterns of different stages 

do not succeed each other in a linear manner, but instead form a 

"layered pyramid"; new patterns are added to old ones to complete, 



correct, or combine with them. Therefore, children do not move from 

one individual stage to another, but move in an accumulative manner 

with each stage integrating with previous ones. Piaget also affinns 

that the age at which the stages occur may vary depending on the 

12 

nature of both the child's experiences and her/his hereditary potential 

(Wadsworth, 1971). Therefore, splinter skills cannot be accounted for 

in Rider's M-PACD cecause a child cannot move cognitively from the 

sensory motor stage to the pre-operations stage without passing through 

the symbolic stage (Piaget, 1963).

Statement of the Problem 

To what extent w±ll the APT-AIM ce considered a valid assessment 

when correlated with the M-PACD? 

H0: There will be no significant relationship cetween the APT-AIM

and M-PACD scores of 20 subjects, ages 3-48 months old. 



CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Twenty children within J-48 months chronological age range served 

as subjects for this study. This group of 10 females and 10 males were 

recruited from (A) New Horizons Day Care and Learning Center, (B) Texas 

Woman's University Child Care Center, and (c) Grace Temple Baptist 

Church Day Care Center. A human subjects committee review of final 

procedures for the study was conducted to protect these subjects 

(see Appendix A). 

Materials 

A list of the various musical instruments and nonmusical materials 

used for this study can be found in Westplate's thesis (1981) and 

Rider's M-PACD test instruction manual (Rider, a., 1981). 

Procedure 

In conducting the tests at three facilities, several rooms were 

used for testing. At Facility A, the nursery rooms of subjects 

(birth - 18 months old) were used for testing. The remaining subjects 

were tested in the cafeteria of the day care center. A large room used 

13 
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as an indoor playground was used for administering tests to subjects 

in Facility B. The nursery rooms of subjects (birth - 18 months old) 

and an isolated passageway were utilized to test subjects in Facility C. 

Each subject was individually tested with the APT-AIM and M-PACD 

within a two to five day period of time. The experimenter 

administered the APT-AIM first to 11 of the subjects and the M-PACD 

first to the remaining 9 subjects to control for a possible order effect. 

Because the experimenter was employed at one of the facilities, she had 

previously worked with 11 of the subjects tested. Prior to testing the 

other 9 subjects, the experimenter spent 5-10 minutes playing with them, 

using a hand puppet in their classrooms to gain their confidence, 

For each individual task, both Rider and Westplate stated the 

approximate cognitive age of development and materials needed, An 

alternate testing procedure was provided in the M-PACD for those subjects 

who were unable to complete the initial procedure because of inadequate 

verbal skills and/or physical handicaps. Either procedure could be used 

as a stimulus for each item. The test was scored using "+" for pass, 

"-" for fail, and "0" for a transitional or almost correct response. 

Rider also included comments on scoring his test, describing the responses 

needed to receive either a passing or failing score, Criteria for 

assigning a transitional score were not described. The APT-AIM used the 

numerical scoring scale outlined below: 

4 = Basic stimulus (for independent response) 

3 = Basic stimulus + Verbal cue 



2 = Basic stimulus + Verbal cue + Partial prompt 
(physical gesture , model) 

1 = Basic stimulus + Verbal cue + Partial prompt 
+ Gross physical prompt

0 = No response or Active refusal 

15 

Rider incorporated an additional section for each procedure for 

remarks on administering the task to handicapped populations. In the 

APT-AIM, designed to assess different types of handicapped children, 

Westplate stated that adapti�e procedures would be necessary for some 

handicapping conditions, but these procedural alterations were not 

specified. 

Test data were recorded on forms (Appendix B p. 30, and Appendix 

C p. 32). The items for both tests were given in developmental order, 

Administration of the APT-AIM began with the first task, since any 

subject could demonstrate variation in maturation, and continued until 

the entire test was given. The experimenter started the M-PACD test 

at a level three tasks below the suspected mental age of the subject and 

continued until the child had failed three consecutive tasks. 

-



CHAP'IER IV 

RESULTS 

The standard formula for inter-observer reliability was used, 

i.e., Agreements X 100 = Percentage of Inter-observer 
Disagreements + Agreements 

Reliability. In two sessions, the experimenter and an observer took 

data independently, thus establishing inter-observer reliability 

(Table 1), 

TABLE 1 

INTER-OBSERVER RELIABILITY OF 'IEST PROCEDURES 

Sessions 1 2 

Percentage 
of • 988 I 990 

Reliability 

The Spearman Rho Rank Correlation Coefficient was used to test the 

null hypothesis that there would be no significant relationship between 

scores of the APT-AIM test and the M-PACD test. The correlation between 

the subjects' test scores on the APT-AIM and the M-PACD was ,9739 

(p::::; .001; two-tailed test). As shown in Table 2, additional information 

was discovered by applying the Spearman test to the correlations of the 

APT-AIM test and the M-PACD test with the 20 subjects' ages; these 

correlations were , 9753 (p -< .001), and • 90+-5 (p � .001) respectively 

(SPSS, 1975), 

16 
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The results of the Spearman Rho Rank Correlation Test thus revealed high 

concurrent validity "between Westplate's APT-AIM test and Rider's M-PACD 

test, 

TABLE 2, 

. RESULTS OF THE 
SPEARMAN RHO RANK CORRELATION TEST 

N Probability (2-tailed) 

APT-AIM/M-PACD ,9739 20 

APT-AIM/Age ,9753 20 

M-PACD/Age .9645 20 

.001 

.001 

.001 

The scattergram (Figure 1) displays the graphing of all subjects' 

scores in intervals of months with APT-AIM scores on the horizontal 

axis and M-PACD scores on the vertical axis. The num"bers located within 

the scattergram. represent the num"ber of subjects who received these 

scores, 



FIGURE 1, 

SCATTERGRAM SHOWING -SUBJECTS' 

APT�AIM AND M-PACD SCORES BY MONTHS 
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CHAPTER V. 

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

Conclusion 

The present research proposed to determine the validity of Westplate's 

Auditory Perceptual Tool-Assessment In Music (APT-AIM) by coITelating 

20 subjects' APT-AIM scores with their scores from Rider's Musical

Perception Assessment of Cognitive Development (M-PACD). 

Statistical results from the Spearman Rho Rank Co:r:Telation Coefficient 

supported the rejection of this study's null hypothesis: there will 

be no significant relationship between the scores of the APT-AIM and 

the M-PACD tests. Concu:crent validity was established on the basis of 

a significant correlation of developmental age scores of children ages 

three months to four years. 

Discussion 

The APT-AIM, a norm-referenced developmental assessment, and the 

M-PACD, an assessment based on Piaget's Stages of Cognitive Development,

were given individually to 20 subjects, ages J-48 months old, at three 

Denton Child Care Centers. Inter-observer reliability was established 

in two test sessions, 

Final developmental age scores of the APT-AIM, which is the highest 

age level in which most of the skills received the score of 4, and the 

19 
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M-PACD, which is the age level of the last task passed, were tallied

by months and computed using the Spearman Rho Rank Correlation method. 

Results revealed a high correlation between the two assessment tests, 

thus supporting concu:rTent validity of the APT-AIM with the M-PACD 

up to the four year level. 

Some confounding variables may have affected the scores of the 

20 subjects tested. Eleven subjects had teen exposed to the tester 

prior to testing, while the remaining nine subjects had not. These 

nine children may not have been as comfortable with the tester and may 

have received lower scores. Another factor possibly affecting the 

study was the variety of testing sites and the number of interruptions 

which occurred at some of these locations. 

Recommendations 

When using the APT-AIM on a regular basis with clients, a music 

therapist would not be likely to find her/himself testing more than 

two clients consecutively. During this study, over 50% of the subjects 

were tested in consecutive order with four to six other subjects. 

Testing four to six clients consecutively may have fatigued the tester, 

and may have increased the variability of the children's scores. Any 

further studies dealing with music therapy assessment tests should 

consider this factor. 
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When testing with the APT-AIM, the experimenter discove:.:ed �hat 

19 of the 50 tasks required several responses in order to be scored 

correctly. For example, task #21 instructed the subject to touch 

her/his nose, mouth, and eyes. If the child could accomplish some 

but not all of these, no provisions were made for a partial score. 

The researcher suggests providing an additional "comments" category 

attached to the bottom of each task for partially correct scores. 

These comments could be utilized in selecting future therapeutic goals 

and objectives for the subject. 

While testing subjects of nonnal intelligence without physical or 

mental defects, the experir,1enter was unsuccessful in all attempts to 

have subjects who were younger that three years of age sing along, 

vocalize, sing or hum the songs of tasks #8 (7-8 months level), 

#16 (11-12 months level), and #24 (24-27 months level). Few children 

of 7-8 months of age can "sing along" with the music, with/without 

using the words of "Old McDonald". 

The melody of task #16 begins with intervals of a 5th-8th-3rd-6th, 

which may even present difficulty for a tester who is unfamiliar with 

the tune. This may present problems for children to sing also. 

"Little Boy Blue", the tune of task #24, has a pitch range of an octave 

and would be considered difficult for subjects of 24-27 months 

developmental level, Tunes more familiar to children might be more 

appropriate for testing these skills, 
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In scoring each task of the M-PACD, Rider specifically described 

the responses for passing and failing scores. However, since the 

transitional phase was not described fQr each task procedure, the 

experimenter was free to choose 1:ehavior descriptive of this 

transitional stage. Questions also arose regarding whether this 

transitional score should 1:e considered a failing score when calculating 

the last three consecutively failed tasks. The researcher interpreted 

transitional scores as a failure when determining the ceiling for each 

subject. The transitional stage should be defined also for future 

reference and goal/objective setting. 

When comparing both assessment tests as a whole, it was the 

researcher's opinion that the M-PACD would best be used for an overall 

developmental age level instrument but not used to set goals and 

objectives for clients. The APT-AIM established a developmental age 

level for the clients, but since it consists of 50 tasks, it could 1:e 

more useful for pinpointing actual goals and objectives. While being 

tested with the APT-AIM, subjects grew tired of the number of similar 

tasks and occasionally lost interest. The M-PACD centered on games, 

thus keeping the subjects' interest longer with its greater variety of 

musical activities and fewer tasks than the APT-AIM. This factor might 

be taken into consideration in deciding which test would 1:e most 

appropriate in a given situation. 
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In future validation studies of the APT-AIM test, the experir�rrnter 

suggests that three children per age level be tested so that specific 

ace levels at which \·ariations in correlation occur may be examined, 



APPENDIX A 

Consent Forms 
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TtXAS WOHAN' S V}IIV[RSITY 
lox 22939. 1'IU Station 

lES�CH I.MD CUNTS A.DNINIS'tliTION 
DDn'ON, TEXAS 76204 

HUKAH SUBJ[CTS �EVIEW C�ITT!E 

N ... of lnv•1ti1ator:_.J�uwJ�i.1_LM 1�c�iuCwY _________ Center: Denton 

Addr••· : ______ .....1.P.....wP ....... n11.1PIMll ..... 2 .. 2.x6.a.l a,3 ........ Mi-.:a.__ _____ o. t•: 2 / 4 / 8 � 

P•oton, IX 

O.ar _ _,,H�•�•i....:;L&_..,c_k,�y�,._ ______________ _ 

Tour atudy entitled Walidity Coepari1on of W•1tplat•'• APT-AIH and 

f.ider'• H-PftCP 

hu been reviewed by a coaaitt•• of th• Huaao Subject• leviev 
eo-ittff and it appear• to Met· our raquirneots in r11ard 
to protection of the individual'• r11ht1. 

Pleue be reainded tMt both th• Univ•r•1ty and th• Depart
-at of kalth, lducaUoa, aad Welfare reaulatioa• typically 
requin that eipatur•• inclf.catin& inforaed coaaeat be obtained 
froa all h\ad eubjecte f.n )'OUT atvdiu. th&M are to be filed 
vit.h the ..._ hbjecte a..t.v C:O..ittH. Az>.y exception to this 
r�ulr .... t 1• eote4 klov. rurtheraore, accordiQ& to DH!ll reaula
tioaa, another rniew by the eo-itt•• 1• required if your project 
chanaH. 

Aliy 1,-cial provi■ioaa pertalniD& to your atudy an aoud
belovt 

Add to inforad coueat fons: Mo .. dical urvice or ca._
__ penaatioa 1a provided co 1ubject1 by th• Univeraity •• a 

reew.t of iajury froa partidpatiou in rHHrch. 

Add to iafomed conaent font l UNDDSTA>ID TllAT THE llTl1M 
--or MT OUUTIONNUU CXlllfflTUTES HT IMFOaMII> CONSENT TO ACT 

Al A fYJJJCT P! DJts WWCI. 

___ the fUiac of dpaturu of eubjecu vith the Huaao Subjects 
la•f.ev CoaaictH 11 aot required. 

___ Others 

.:a,__'No 1pec1al provi■iona apply. 

CCI. Gradut• School✓
Pnject Dlnctor 
Direc:to� of School or 

ChairllM of DepartlNllt 7{:;{fl-J., 
OiaiTWAD, ..._ lu�jecta 

laviev eo..J.tt•• 
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Tt:):AS 11'.NAN'S LJNl�RSJT't' 

(For� A -- Written prcaentation ln 1uhject) 

Cunnnt to .,ct u • Sub \ect ior lk1carch and lnve1tigat ion: 

(Th� fol lm1lng lnfonnati.011 la to he n-ad to or read by the 1ubject): 

I. 

'1. 

) . (.) 

I hrreby authoriu: --,---.._·
,...., 
/4:,_/4.._.t{a../-' ..;.·X?�'._t'/:....,,

.._,
·"/�,!-' __.�..,.-..2,� . .;.../ .... � .... ._1:::1;:;.n.,_-1-\ 

O•�/of pcr1on(1) � wtl1 perform J 
procedur�(a) or tn�•tlg1tton(1) 

t� pl!rfor• the fo\l<Ning procedure(,) or lnveatlgatlon(1): 
( r>,• Hr i be- t n de t .t l) 

underatnnd th1t the procedure, or inve•tlg1tion1 dc&crlbtd ln 
l'�r11�r•ph I involve the follC1'Jln1; poulbl.- rlaks or dl1c0111fort1: 
(l>ell'rlLt- In d�l"ll) 

I✓ .� ,
I

, '?5-1''/-<.,' 
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TEXAS WOKAN' S lJNIVERS ITY 

(Fnrm A - Continuation) 

·1. (b) l untl•r•t•nd th•t the proceclurP1 11nd lnve•tigation1 de1crP,•d in 
1'11r11,1,roph I h11Vc th� fnlliNin� potential benefits to rny,t"°\t l!nd/or 
othf't1: 

1L-0i _11.1 u.u //,<J.. 

-lu /rvl) -fU ,i,- ,, I�- ,

-�1,., /11()11£./._) ,7!{;(_ 

!11' ji'<(;/4\.._/ 

,.dfiJ,.._ 

4. An offer to aMVer all of •Y questions re111rding th• atudy h•• been 
rn.Jde. If :,ltern11tlve procediire1 are more 11dv•nt1geou1 to-• they 
h•ve been explained. l underetand th11t I 1111y tet'lllln•te ay participation 
in the etudy at any time. 

(If the aubject ta a �lnor, or othervlae unable to aign, c0111pletc the 
fol lowing): 

Subject la • Rinor (age __ ), or lft unable to •l�n bec11u1e: 

Date 

r>ntr 
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NEW HORIZONS 
DAY CARE • LEARNING CENTER 

., ... ,, .. , .,. 

Oe•te11, Tea ea FtlO I 

April 11, 19B� 

To whom it m•y conc•rn: 

Ju!1• L•c�•y h•• th• p•rmi,a1on of New Hori:ons Ddy Care � 
L•arnin9 C•nt•r to perform th■ muaic th■r•pv ••••••m■nt 
t■ata, provldinQ ah• ha• 1ndiv1du�l writttm p•rmia•ion from 
the p•r•nts of the childr■n involved. lhe•• test• will b• 
don■ on New Horizon• premi•••· 

61nc•r•ly, 

�� 
Pe-.la J. Davia 
Owner/Oir•ctor 
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J'W;f Texas Woman's Unfvenfty 
p .0 . ._ .IJffl. 0.--. T.,.... � 1117l MJ.,cw 

TO WHOH IT HAY COHCEAN: 

TVU Chlld Care Center consents to havl"',I Julia Lackey c.Ollle Into the Child 
Care Center to conduct a _,,lul aptitude teat on several chlldren lllhoae 
parents haw 9lven their consent. 

Sincerely, 

t'kwt rrr�t:� 
Cheryl �I I later 
Acting Director 

CKc:dh 
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� g_rowin,:

\J[/m 
gmce 

,trcu.-e t<!11wle bai>tist churcJ1 

D. r.n,,1..-.c.l'fl.D. ,..._ 
.......... � 
.....,...,.._ 

............ 
"'.....,.,"'.,_ 

,..,� 
"' ..... .,0.-. 

'""""""
.,,,...,r_,. 

� ......... 

"'.....,.,,,_....,, 
CMW,., 

� ....... 
"'-•-to.vc.... 

f 

�-3-85 

To whom 1t NY concern, 

I have given permission to Hiss Julie Lackie 

to conduct her 1ssesS11ent in 1111.tsic test to the children 

thlt hive signed consent fonns from their parents. 

Sincerely, 

Dly Cu-e Director 

''"'-'""" ,,,.., __ ...... ni�.,, ,,.,.,, .1"7,1'111., 

JO 
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, 

L 

2. 

... 3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9, 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13, 

14. 

M-PACD DATA RECORDING SHEET

Responses 

Head movement in direction of sound stimulus 

Successfully imitate sounds and/or exhibits self-stimulatory behavior 

Grasps instrument & shakes it/physically strikes instrument 

Vocally repeats 2-beat cadence/physically responds with 2-beat hand tap 

Strikes instrument with mallet 

Identifies loudest bell sound 2 times/imitates volume when playing, 2 times 

Places both instruments in correct boxes/plays correctly matched instruments 

Plays corresponding instruments for both animals (allowed to change instruments 
af'ter visually seeing error) 

Plays appropriate instrument for animal to move (strike xylophone, pluck autoharp) 

Correctly point to fastest bell 2 times/correctly imitates speed of tester's 
playing) 

Correctly points to bell lasting longest/vocally imitates tester with one long and 
one short syllable) 

Makes glissando on xylophone first without prompting/second time with prompting 

Moves bells closer together 

Beats drum, progressively getting faster or slowerPresence of 3 tempos needed) 

+> 
C) 

Q) 

� 
� +> 
0 C) +> 

C.) +> 
Q) w

� 0 
$-4 s 
0 rl 

0 < 

C) 
�
H

\..0 
N 
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,-1,-� 

! 
i 
II 

2. 

), 

4.11 

5. ,,
!
I 

6. Ii

i'1-: '!

8. 

4 

Crash cymbals 
togeth-�r out 
of sight 

Play 1::Blls softly 
out of sight 

t;-ive bells to child
•you may play them" 

StrL�e triangle 10 
times out of sight 

[Stand behind child.
"\•ie're going to 
play a game, find 
the sound. When 
you hear the sound 

I of the maraca tur!1 
your head and look 

t

f or the souna, 
Shake �araca out o: 
sight approx. 20
inches from child's 
right ear 
Repeat, left ear 

>-Ring rells in :fYonc-
of crJ.ld 
"You rr.ay play the 
bells" 

Sing "?-;'ame Song" 

I 
Sing "Name Game" 
with background 

music 

Sing "Old McDonald" 

3 
APT-AIM DATA RECORDING SHEET 

3 

"Listen" 

"Listen for the 
1:Blls" 

"Listen for the 
triangle" 

"Find the sound" 

"Take the bells" 

-"Child's na.171e" 
-"Look at me" 

-"child's name" 
-"Look at me" 

-"Sing with me" 
-Sing song using

"la" sound

2 2 

Crash cymbals 
together in line 
of vision 

Strike triangle in 
line of vision 

Strike triangle in 
line of vision 

Point to direction 
of sound so:..:.Yce 

Lightly tap child's 
hand 

Touch face lightly 

Touch face lightly 

Sing song in line 
of vision displaying 
tor.gue movement 

using "la" 

Crash cymbals 
togethsr approx. 8 
inches from ears & 

Strike triangle & 
cease child's curren 

_a_c__:';,_i_vitv 

Strike triangle & 
cease child's 
current activity 

Turn head toward 
sour.d source 

Take cr.ild's hand & 
reach for the bells 

Positio� head for � 
eye contact 

Positio:i hsad for 
eye contact 

Take child's hand & 
place it on tester's 
throat to feel 
movement. Tester 
sings song using "la' 

0 

··---�-- ····----

P.f?spot::::.-:02 

Startle response to 
loud, sudden soc.:nds 

Ad:no><le�e::; ·,�?11 so'..:nd 
through bodily gsstures 
(smiling, eye_moveme�ts)

CuYrent activity stops, 
quietens, diminishes 
at sound of i:.ri'.wgle 

Cr.ild turr.s tow&:r-d 
sound source 

Child reach�s for 
the h�lls 

Responds to name 
(sniling, eye co"tact) 

Attends to doreinant 
sound 

"Sings alo:-ig" with 
music with/withoi..;.t 
using the words 

I 
! 
i
I 

-•-··- .J 

I 
I 

� 

- - - - ---
1 1 --

1 . 

f-
.:0-,.,n 

i 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I I 

j 
. " 

' I 
l 
I 
I 

I 

i 
' 

I ' -
I 

I 
I 

L 

I 

~ · 

-

I 
I I 

I -
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